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1. Facts
On the day of 23 September 2015 the tug boat Zeus was moored at the berth belonging to
the galvanizing plant in the port of Sӧlvesborg (Sweden) waiting for the completion of
unloading of the barge with timber towed to the port.
At ca 22:00 after dinner at which the crew was celebrating the completion of the sixweeks-long voyage and their return home, the crew members went to their cabins for the
night’s rest. The deck and engine watches were canceled.
Before 23:00 one of the crew members left his cabin for a certain time. Upon his return he
noticed fire in the cabin. Standing on the front steps at the entrance to his cabin he started to
shout in order to warn his sleeping colleagues about the fire. Two other crew members heard
the scream. The 3 of them left their living quarters and went out on the deck.
Two of them made an attempt to extinguish the fire with water from the hose connected to
the ship’s fire-extinguishing system. The third member of the crew suffered a head injury
while leaving the staircase and lost consciousness after going out to the quay.
The fire was spreading rapidly which forced the men extinguishing it to withdraw and call
the fire brigade. The first rescue unit arrived two minutes after midnight on 24 September
2015, 8 minutes after receiving the information about the fire. Another two units - after
further 6 minutes, and the last arrived to the tug boat at the wharf at 0:19.
The fire was extinguished at 2:50 and the rescue operation ended at 4:20. The firefighters
carried four bodies of the crew members who remained in the living quarters. The doctor at
the scene pronounced them dead.
The wounded crew member with head injury was taken to hospital where he was taken
care of and after necessary examinations transported to the hotel where the other two crew
members were lodged.
Once the Commission had conducted hearings and the local police their interrogations, all
crew members were transported to Poland by the operator’s services.

2. General Information
2.1. Ship Particulars
Ship’s Name:

Zeus

Flag:

Polish
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Shipowner:

Otto Wulf GmBH & Co. KG. Cuxhaven
(Germany)

Operator:

Zakład Usług Żeglugowych Sp. z o.o.
& Co. in Szczecin

Classification Society:

PRS S.A.

Vessel’s type:

tug boat

Call signal:

SQLH

IMO number:

6605503

Gross tonnage:

186

Year of built:

1966

Power:

1214 kW (2 x BW D526MTB-40)

Width:

8.00 m

Length overall:

28.43 m

Hull material:

steel

Minimum crew:

6 men

Photograph 1: The tug boat Zeus
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2.2. Voyage
Ports en route:

Skulte (Latvia)

Port of destination:

Ueckermünde (Germany)

Type of navigation:

international

Manning:

7 Poles

2.3. Accident Information
Kind:

very serious marine casualty

Date and time of the event:

23.09.2015 around midnight

Geographical position of the accident:

φ = 56º 02’ 39” N; λ = 014º 34’ 31” E

Geographical area of the accident:

South Sweden, the port of Sӧlvesborg

Nature of the water region:

internal waters, port basin

Operating state of the vessel during the event:

a tug boat moored at the berth waiting for
the barge to be unloaded

Place of the accident on board:

living quarters of the crew under the main
deck

Effects of the accident on people:

death of four members of the crew as a
result of poisoning

Effects of the accident on the vessel:

fire and thermal destruction of elements
of the construction, equipment and
installations in the accommodation of the
crew, entrance alleyway, and social
premises

2.4. Shore Services and Rescue Action Information
2.4.1. Rescue Action
2.4.1.1. General Information
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Provisions on rescue services in Sweden are found primarily in the Civil Protection
Act (2003:778) and the Civil Protection Ordinance (2003:789), in the following referred
to by use of the their acronyms in Swedish, LSO and FSO respectively.
According to Chapter 1, Section 2, first paragraph of LSO, the term “rescue services”
denotes the rescue operations for which central government or municipalities shall be
responsible in the event of accidents or imminent danger of accidents, in order to prevent
and limit injury to persons and damage to property and the environment. Central
government is responsible for mountain rescue services, air rescue services, sea rescue
services, environmental rescue services at sea and rescue services in case of the emission
of radioactive substances, as well as for searching for missing persons in certain cases. In
other cases, the authorities of the municipality concerned are responsible for the rescue
services (Chapter 3, Section 7, LSO).
On a national basis, the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency, MSB, is responsible for
coordinating municipal rescue services. Since the vessel in question was berthed in the
port of Sölvesborg the Municipal Rescue Service, in this case Räddningstjänsten Västra
Blekinge, is responsible for the rescue operations.

2.4.1.2. Description of Events
At 23:51 a man called SOS Alarmcentral (dispatch centre) in Växjö via the alarm
number 112. He informed the SOS that a vessel in the port of Sölvesborg was on fire and
that he could see a member of the crew trying to put the fire out. He gave SOS the address
"Thure Carlssons väg 5" and the company name "JIWE Galv", where he was working and
from where he could see the vessel. He also ensured the alarm operator that he would see
to that the gate to the port was opened for the rescue services. He reported that the whole
vessel seemed to be on fire and that he also could see an injured, bleeding person on the
quayside. It was at this state unclear if there were two or three persons injured and what
kind of vessel it was.
SOS started to alarm the Municipal Rescue Service (fire department) using
a predetermined plan for “boat accident in municipality waters”, but was shortly thereafter
changed to “fire on vessel”. In addition, SOS alerted ambulances, initial three units, and
the police to the port.
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Figure 1: Location plan. The distance from the fire station (black arrow) to the berth (green
arrow) is approx. 1,6 km by the main road. Photograph: © Lantmäteriet Dnr R61749-13002
At 00:02 the first unit from the Municipal Rescue Service, which in Sölvesborg is
Räddningstjänsten Västra Blekinge, arrived to the scene of the fire. The officer of this unit
reported to SOS that the vessel was extensively on fire and that he could see two crew
members trying to put the fire out and that another of the crew members was hurt and
lying down on the quay.
The officer gave orders that the fire fighters should prepare for smoke diving. They
found that due to the heat and heavy smoke it was at this stage not possible for the smoke
divers to get inside the vessel in order to search for other crew members and to put the fire
out. One of the rescue units was carrying a cold cutting extinguisher1, but since it was out
of order the technique couldn’t be used. Hence, the Rescue Service started to extinguish
the fire with water from the outside of the vessel, from the door down through to the
living accommodation. Since the effect was limited, order was given to add foam into the
extinguishing water. A back draft occurred during the period when the type of

1

When using a cutting extinguisher, the fire extinguishing technique is combining abrasive waterjet cutting with
water spray extinguishing. The fire-fighter approaches the fire from outside the main fire area, then uses the
cutting action to drill a small hole through a door or wall. Switching to a water spray then allows the fire to be
fought, as with a conventional fog nozzle.
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extinguishing system was changed. During this phase the Rescue Service looked for a fire
protection plan but such a plan was not found where they expected to find it.

Photograph 2: Starboard side of the vessel. The door in the centre of the image is the door
through which the rescuers reached the accommodation
Meanwhile SOS called JRCC (Joint Rescue Coordination Centre) to investigate if
there were units from the Coast Guard in the area that could support the Rescue Service.
The closest unit was two hours away from the scene of fire, outside the port of Åhus. The
officer in command from the Rescue Service was given this information and at 00:01 the
officer required that the Coast Guard should join the rescue operation. Also a pilot boat
from Karlshamn (a city nearby) was called out to participate in the operation. During the
telephone and radio calls, some operational problems occurred concerning connecting
different calls.
Two additional units arrived six minutes after the first unit and the Senior Officer in
command arrived shortly thereafter. The order to continue extinguishing the fire using
foam and to find alternative ways to get inside the vessel’s accommodation was given. At
this stage another attempt to enter the accommodation was made as the level of foam was
waist high. However, due to high temperature, the smoke divers were forced to retreat.
At 00:26 an ambulance crew reported to SOS that they were on their way to hospital
with one injured crew member. There were still two crew members at the scene of the
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accident and it was during this stage unclear if, and how many, crew members still were
inside the vessel.
At 00:34 information was given to SOS that there might be four crew members still
inside the vessel but, due to the heat, the rescue team had not yet been able to come inside
the accommodation.
At 01:13 the Senior Officer in command reported to SOS that the fire was still
ongoing and that the vessel was a tugboat. Due to the heat the fire was still difficult to
extinguish. It was now clear that there were three crew members on the quayside and
probably four deceased crew members inside the vessel. The units from the Rescue
Service estimated to stay at the scene of the fire for at least two hours more.
After discussions with the Senior Officer in command, JRCC also alerted the Swedish
Transport Agency (which is the Inspectorate). A ship’s inspector would arrive before 4
o’clock to investigate the stability of the vessel.
At 02:00 a unit from the Coast Guard arrived. They were given the task to search the
water in the port to confirm that no person had fallen over-board. At this time three
persons had been found on-board, deceased. 10 minutes later, at 02:10, the fourth
deceased person was found in one of the cabins.
The fire was extinguished at 02:502.
The bodies of the deceased were moved from the vessel between 03:00 till 04:10 and
officially declared deceased by a medical doctor before they were transported away by the
police.
The rescue operation ended at 04:20. At this time there was no representative from the
vessel owner at site, so no formal written handover and transfer of responsibility for the
remaining work could be made. Efforts had been made to reach the ship’s agent, but no
contact had been established. It was considered unnecessary to leave any fire guard at the
site to prevent the fire to start again. The police sealed the area at the quayside and left.
The Senior Officer in command left at 05:30 and was the last person leaving the site.
At 06:00 the Senior Officer had contact with the stevedoring company “Sölvesborgs
Stuveri och Hamn”. They ensured that the ship’s agent would contact the shipping
company and that the relatives to the crew would be informed about the accident.

2

At 02:48 JRCC contacted MRCC Gdynia and was able to inform the shipping company about the occurrence.
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A decision was made by the Rescue Service not to engage the POSOM 3 team for the
remaining crew of the vessel. Reasons for this were that the crew members were either
taken to hospital or being interrogated by the police. The Senior Officer also had the
understanding that POSOM activities was meant for next of kin only. Debriefing was
however carried out for the rescue team.

2.4.1.3. Protection of Natural Environment
The water used for extinguishing the fire was contaminated and had to be collected
and sent for destruction. Monday 5th of October the ship’s agent consulted the Rescue
Service and was recommended to contact “Miljöförbundet Blekinge Väst” (the municipal
environmental authority) for support and equipment. The responsibility for destructing the
foam and water mix was now at the vessel owner (i.e. the ship’s agent).
2.4.1.4. Organisation of Rescue Services During the Action
A command centre was organized about 80 meters from the vessel for the Senior
Officers from the different organisations (rescue service, ambulance and police).
The tactics was to extinguish the fire in an efficient and quick way as possible from
the entrance to the accommodation. When possible the smoke divers should enter the
vessel and extinguish fires in the cabins. Assessing the situation in an early stage, it was
stated that there were no persons that could be alive inside the vessel.
The rescue team was divided into two sectors. The task for team in sector 1 was to
extinguish the fire and enter the vessel when possible. The task for team in sector 2 was to
secure the foam and water feeding system and to search areas on board that were not
affected of fire and smoke. During this search a fire protection plan over the vessel was
found. A hatch was also found in the forward deck of the vessel (the emergency exit) that
could be used for reaching the fire with water.

3

POSOM (Psykologiskt och socialt omhändertagande) is an acronym for taking care of individuals that have
been exposed for extremely stressful situations. The aim is to offer support to individuals in need.
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Photograph 3: The hatch in the forward deck through which the accommodation could be
reached
Smoke divers tried to search the vessel when the foam reached approximately the
height of one meter inside the cabins, but due to heat they had to retreat. More foam was
used in order to reduce the heat further.
When the smoke divers were able to get inside the vessel again they could confirm that
there had been a fire inside the first cabin to the right (i.e. the starboard side). One
additional group of smoke divers reached the mess room. Since there was a noise that
could origin in a gas leakage the two groups of smoke divers had to evacuate. According
to the vessel’s crew there was no flammable gas, only breathing apparatus and handheld
fire extinguishers. Due to the risk of a pressurized tank to explode the Senior Officer in
command decided that the personnel in the ongoing rescue operation had to be moved to a
safe area.
During the operation, it was clear that lack of knowledge of how a vessel was built and
organised hampered the operation.

2.4.2. Analysis of the Rescue Action
The occurrence has initiated a further look into a few details concerning the rescue
service operation, namely technical support as cutting extinguisher and telephone
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equipment, as well as the organisational issue how to prepare a rescue service to handle
a fire on a vessel. Additionally, a reflection about decisions how to deal with persons
afflicted by a traumatic situation is assessed.

2.4.2.1. Technical Support
The equipment of one of the rescue units included a cutting extinguisher. This kind of
equipment is very efficient and could most likely have made the rescue operation smother
and quicker, if it had been in operational status. However, the outcome, considering the
possibility to save the persons inside the vessel, is not likely to be different. The municipal
rescue service has argued that a cutting extinguisher is not part of their basic equipment
and pointed out that the functioning of basic equipment is always checked upon.
Nevertheless, SHK considers it being essential that all pieces of equipment in rescue units
should be in good operational order or replaced with a back-up.
When the alarm dispatch centre, SOS Alarmcentral Växjö, operated the telephone and
radio calls from different concerned parties, problems occurred connecting these calls,
according to the dispatch log. SHK is of the opinion that it is of outmost importance that
operational problems and difficulties should not be allowed to take place since it may
seriously hamper any rescue operation.

2.4.2.2. Organizational Issues
Even though Sölvesborg has a port, knowledge of shipping and the special
circumstances about ships is not commonly spread within the rescue service personnel and
may be a problem for many ports in Sweden. The problem in this very case has been
shown as lacking of familiarization about stability and how it may be affected by a rescue
operation, and understanding of the architecture of a vessel’s accommodation. Such
knowledge would certainly make it easier and safer for the rescue service to take action
and would improve the ability to reduce damage.
The problem could be solved either by information and training of rescue service
personnel, but also by assistance from other authorities or organisations that have relevant
experience. In this case a pilot boat was used in the operation, the Coast Guard was
assisting the rescue service. Furthermore, after some time, a ship’s inspector from the
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Swedish Transport Agency arrived. Another resource, not used in this case, are pilots,
which are available 24/7 around the country.
Contact to officials on duty for different authorities is available through SOS, but
experiences from this investigation indicate that knowledge about this and about the
capacity of these authorities may be limited within the municipal rescue services.
On a national basis, Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency, MSB, is the authority
coordinating rescue services. Hence, SHK finds it natural for MSB, in cooperation with
the Swedish Maritime Administration (responsible for piloting), the Swedish Transport
Agency and the Coast Guard, to see to that knowledge about how to contact other
authorities as well as knowledge about other authorities capacities is spread to municipal
rescue services.

2.4.2.3. Additional Actions
As POSOM management group was not contacted, any activities by the group were
never started. This led to that two persons (the third being on hospital), being exposed for
a stressful and traumatic situation, were left on their own in a foreign country without any
offer of support from the society.

3. Circumstances of the Accident
The tug boat Zeus left the port of Szczecin on 8 August 2015 with 7 crew members on
board and went to to the port of Ueckermünde. There, the tug boat took on tow an unpowered
Swedish barge Bagge loaded with timber, and went to the port of Sӧlvesborg.
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Photograph 4: The tug boat „Zeus” with the barge „Bagge” on the tow-line (Photograph by
Robert Stachnik)
After unloading the timber, the tug boat started a series of short towages of the barge
between different Baltic4 ports, by turns empty or loaded with timber. After more than
a month of towing Zeus sailed back to the port of Sӧlvesborg on 18 September 2015 with the
barge full of timber.
On that day, due to a stormy weather, the pilot services were suspended and the towing
unit remained for a couple of days in a safe, sheltered anchorage.
On 21 September 21 2015 at ca. 8:00 a Swedish pilot led the tug boat with the barge on
tow to the port. According to local harbour regulations the tug boat had to let go the towline
and leave the barge at the wharf for the time of her unloading. The tug boat berthed 1000 m
away at the quay belonging to the galvanizing plant.
During the unloading of the barge, tug boat crew members took turns at entering the barge
to ballast her ad adjust the length of mooring ropes.

4

Among others there were such ports as: Rigge, Skulte (Latvia), Sӧlvesborg (Sweden), Parnu (Estonia) and
Kotka (Finland).
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It was planned to complete the unloading of the barge on 24 September 2015. According to
the instructions received from the operator, after the unloading, the tug boat was to tow the
barge to the port of Ueckermünde and return to Szczecin.

Photograph 5: The unloaded barge “Bagge” at the wharf in Sӧlvesborg
Since the unloading of the barge in Sӧlvesborg ended a six-weeks-long absence from
home, the master invited the crew members for dinner on 23 September at 18:00. He
informed the crew that he had cancelled the night watches. During the meal he gave the
permission to drink alcohol and so all members of the crew consumed it in varying amounts.
Between 21:00 and 22:00 individual members of the crew were successively leaving the
mess room and going to their cabins for the night’s rest.
Before 23:00 the watch officer5, who occupied the cabin on the starboard next to the steps
(Figure 3), woke up, lit a little lamp above the berth (a bunk lamp), rose from his bunk (the
upper one of the two bunks in the cabin) and went to the toilet. Leaving the cabin he left the
cabin door opened. When he returned he noticed fire inside the cabin. He started shouting:
“It’s burning” and “Fire” in order to alert his mates.

5

The crew was composed of the master, watch officer, chief engineer, second engineer, two ABs and the
ordinary seaman (acting as a cook).
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The noise woke up two other crew members. The first one, a second engineer, who was
sleeping in the central cabin on the port side, dashed out of the cabin half-dressed, passed by
the watch officer standing at the steps and went into the engine room of the tug boat by
internal passageway. There, he switched on the fire pump, went to the main deck by the
emergency exit and started to connect to the fire-plug a rubber hose used for cleaning.

Photograph 6: Emergency exit from the
engine room at the stern of the tug boat

Photograph 7: A working rubber hose which
was used by the crew to extinguish fire

He was followed by the watch officer who had warned the others of the fire, but when he
was leaving the staircase leading from the accommodation, he hit his head on a fire
extinguisher hanging above the stairs. He managed to go out on the outside deck and there he
lost consciousness.
Another woken up member of the crew, an AB living in the fore cabin on the starboard
side, ran to the deck and saw his colleague lying on the quay, unconscious with his head
covered with blood. He ran up to him to see if he was alive. Then, urged by the second
engineer, he left the watch officer and started to help the engineer to unroll the rubber hose
under the pressure of water and drag it to the stairs leading to the cabins.
Then both crew members were trying to approach the burning rooms on the main deck
which had already been full of smoke. However, high temperature and hot, thickening smoke
forced them to withdraw. The engineer who was aiming a water jet asked the seaman to find
someone ashore who could call for help. A forklift driver met on the quay immediately
notified the fire department.
Until the arrival of the fire brigade, the fire on board was spreading and the smoke was
increasing which forced the second engineer who was trying to extinguish fire inside the
superstructure to retreat to the deck outside.
17
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The first unit of the fire brigade reached the tug boat 2 minutes after midnight on the day of
24 September 2015. Next firefighting units arrived after 6 and 17 minutes, respectively.
Firefighters began extinguishing the fire. The members of the crew were taken to the premises
of the galvanizing plant located at the quay, where they were questioned by the police. The
injured crew member was taken to hospital by medical services.
Firefighting lasted more than two and a half hours. The fire enveloped part of
accommodation and part of the superstructure containing the galley, mess room, and the
entrance alleyway to the tug boat.

Figure 2: The area enveloped by the fire
The possibility of reaching the accommodation where the remaining crew members were
staying was delayed by dense smoke, heat and the fact that the fire fighters were not familiar
with the layout of premises. The attempts to reach the premises in the initial phase of the fire
was stopped due to the safety of the firefighters and the belief that the people remaining there
had already been dead.
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The fire was extinguished at 02:50. Between 03:00 - 4:10 the bodies of the deceased crew
members were taken by the firefighters to the quay, where the doctor coming to the scene
pronounced them dead.
The rescue operation was completed at 04:20 on 24 September 2015.

4. The Analysis and Comments about Factors Causing the Accident with Regard
to Examination Results and Expert Opinions
The tug boat Zeus was built in 1966 in the Danish shipyard Svendborg Skibsværft.

3 crew cabins
port side

The engine room

3 crew cabins
starboard side

Figure 3: The layout of premises under the main deck of the tug boat

The accommodation premises of the crew were under the main deck of the tug boat which
could be reached through a narrow staircase with a platform turning to the right at an angle of
90° in the lower part of the stairs (Figures 3 and 4, and Photograph 8).
The crew cabins were arranged symmetrically - 3 on each side - on both sides of the tug
boat; each of them having exit to the alleyway situated in the central line of the tug boat,
leading to the staircase. All cabins were similarly equipped and constructed of the same
flammable materials6. The walls between the cabins, linings, furniture and decorations were
made of wood and wood-like materials.

6

The materials used for elements of construction and equipment of the cabins did not fulfil current standards of
fire resistance.
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Forward cabin – port side. The
door to the cabin was closed. The
crew member (AB) remained in the
cabin. Found sitting at the floor.

Forward cabin – starboard side.
The door to the cabin was halfopen. The crew member (AB) was

Emergency exit
(ladder) foredeck
Central cabin – port side.
The door to the cabin was half-open. One
crew member (II Engineer) woken by the
screams run to the engine room, the other
(Cook) stayed in the cabin not awakened.
Found laying in the bunk.

Central cabin – starboard side. The
door to the cabin was closed. The
crew member (Master) remained in
the cabin. Found laying on the floor.

A hole burnt in
the wall.
Aft cabin – port side. The door
to the cabin was half-open. The
crew member (Chief Engineer)
remained in the cabin. Found
sitting on the floor.

Symbols:

the source of fire;

Aft cabin – starboard
side (Watch Officer).

Stairs

The place where the
bunk lamp was installed
above the upper bunk
where the fire started.

directions of spreading of fire.

Figure 4: Accommodation of the crew members of the tug boat „Zeus”
There were two escape routes from the accommodation. One - up the stairs in the aft part
of the alleyway (Figures 3 and 4, and Photograph 8) to the alleyway on the main deck, with
the exit door to the open deck, and the other - from the fore part of the alleyway up the exit
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trunk with a steel ladder through the hatch directly onto the foredeck (Figure 4 and
Photograph 9).

Photograph 8: Stairs leading from the main Photograph 9: Escape exit from the alleyway
deck to the crew accommodation
to the foredeck; view from the deck
During the examination of the alleyway and cabins, the Commission ascertained that the
biggest patches of scorched substance occurred inside the cabin located on the right side of
the stairs, belonging to the watch officer. This is the place where the fire broke out. There, the
fire was noticed by the watch officer who returned to his cabin at night after some undefined
time7.
It was from that cabin the fire spread through the open door to the alleyway (Photograph
10), and earlier smoke had escaped through the grate to the ventilating duct leading to other
cabins (there was one common steel ventilating channel on the tug boat) causing asphyxiation
or suffocation with carbon monoxide of the crew members who stayed in the cabins.

7

The analysis of the process of breaking out of the fire and a layer of charred flammable materials show that the
fire was developing freely for at least 20 – 30 minutes. That means that in order for the fire to develop in this
way, the watch officer must have stayed out of the cabin at least 20 minutes.
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Photograph 10: The alleyway between the crew cabins
Patches of deeply scorched flammable materials located in the cabin of the watch officer,
significantly larger than in the other cabins and in particular in the adjacent ones, indicate that
the duration of the combustion process in that cabin was the longest.
In order to determine what could have been the cause of the fire, the Commission inspected
the cabin of the watch officer thoroughly. In the cabin, the partition wall separating it from the
adjacent cabin (belonging to the tug boat master), wood lining, furniture and the whole
equipment were burnt. The inspection showed extensive scorch-marks on the right side of the
cabin, looking from the entrance, in the area of the bunk beds8 (Photographs 11, 12 and 13).

8

There were two berths (one above the other) in all six cabins, however only one, central cabin on the port side
was shared by two crew members. The remaining cabins were occupied by individual crew members.
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Photograph 11: Burned top mattress on the bottom bunk bed and remaining of the upper bunk
lamp
The falling metal frame with a mattress from the upper bunk probably hit and broke off the
mounted to the wall the lower bunk lamp. This bunk lamp was found in the conflagration on
the floor of the watch officer cabin9 (Photograph 13).

Zdjęcie nr 12. The lower bunk lamp in the conflagration of the cabin floor
9

The Commission concluded that this bunk lamp was put back over there by the firemen, after taking it ashore in
order to get examined by the police experts, who decided it was not a source of a fire.
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There remained a burned out place with protruding burned electric cables10 (Photograph 11
and 14) where the night-lamp (bunk lamp) socket was mounted with incandescent source of
light above the level of the top bunk bed, on the wall closer to the cabin door.
Deep, local patches of scorched wall of the watch officer’s cabin where the incandescent
socket was mounted indicate that the cause of the fire was most likely the direct contact of the
flammable material (e.g. clothing or bedding) with a heated up glass lamp bulb11.

Photograph 13: A hole after burning of the
bunk lamp over the top bunk bed in the watch
officer’s cabin

Photograph 14: The bunk lamp with a bulb;
picture taken in the another crewmember
cabin

Given that the wall on which the night-lamp (bunk lamp) was mounted was built of
flammable laminated chipboard, it could catch fire in about 20 minutes12.
Following the analysis of the directions of spreading of fire in the watch officer’s cabin,
the Commission accepted that when the flames reached the ceiling which was made of and
covered with flammable materials (chipboard and wooden slats), the dust and combustible
dirt (remnants of sawdust) found in the space above the ceiling over the crew cabins caught
fire and caused that it quickly spread onto the ceilings in all the remaining cabins completely
consuming the ceiling in the watch officer’s cabin (Photograph 16) and the ceiling over the
alleyway (Photograph 10); most of the ceiling over the central cabin on the starboard side
(Photograph 17) and a part of the ceiling above the last (stern) cabin on the port side.

10

The Commission concluded that the upper bunk lamp parted from the wall and dropped down to the lower
bunk. The upper mattress fell down on top of the lower bunk afterwards. The bunk lamp was taken ashore by the
fireman in order to examine it.
11
There could have been a direct contact of the flammable substance with a heated up filament, yet that
possibility was excluded by the Commission because the bunk lamp was examined ashore by the police and the
Swedish rescue services which established that the filament of the bulb had not been damaged.
12
Taking the above into regard the Commission took into consideration the results of experiments which had
been done in the Main School of Fire Service in Warsaw which showed that the bulb of 40W covered with
a piece of cloth (with no air) could heat up to the temperature of ca 150°C in 20 minutes and ignite a flammable
fabric.
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The fire of the ceiling in the watch officer’s cabin was facilitated by direct access of air
from the ventilation duct. It is manifested by the lack of soot in the vicinity of the ventilation
duct outlet grate (Photograph 16).

Photograph 15: Burned soot around the air
inlet in the ceiling ventilation duct

Photograph 16: Completely burned out
ceiling in the central cabin on starboard side

Through the open door of the cabin where the fire started, open fire spread to the alleyway
and the staircase and set the door on fire and it burned part of the door frame in the cabin on
the opposite side of the alleyway, belonging to the chief engineer (Photograph 18). However
fire destruction in that cabin was moderate. Apart from the door, it was limited to the upper
part of the cabin and came from the flames of the burning ceiling.
The greatest damage, apart from the cabin where the fire originated, occurred in the
central cabin (belonging to the tug boat master) situated on the starboard side (Photograph 19)
adjacent to the watch officer’s cabin.

Photograph 17: The cabin of the chief
engineer

Photograph 18: The cabin of the tug boat
master
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There are significant differences as far as damage is concerned, between the cabin where
the fire started and other cabins. Moving away from the watch officer’s cabin, thermal
destruction of the same flammable construction materials is clearly declining. Large amounts
of smoke emitted from burning ceilings resulted in the formation of sediment.

Photograph 19: Central cabin – port side

Photograph 20: Forward cabin – starboard
side

Fire from the ceiling over the alleyway located between the residential cabins moved to the
staircase leading to the main deck of the superstructure and caused ignition of the ceiling in
the alleyway and in the space connected with the galley and the mess room. The main deck
over the cabin where the fire started - heated to a high temperature by burning framework and
the ceiling cover - was deformed. In the galley, the ceramic tiles cracked and the carpet lying
in the mess room melted. Walls, furniture, as well as kitchen and mess room equipment
suffered thermal destruction (Photographs 22 and 23).
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Photograph 21: Thermal destruction in the
galley

Photograph 22: Thermal destruction in the
mess room

The high temperature destroyed the side scuttle of the watch officer’s cabin and deformed
the main deck above it. Fire flames burnt out the inner wooden door leading to the tug boat
and get out through the outer steel doors (Photograph 24).

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Photograph 23: Effects of high temperature

Photograph 24: Destroyed fire locker

The fire consumed the equipment deposited in the storage situated in the alleyway in the
superstructure on the main deck (Photograph 25). Two sets of firefighter’s outfits composed
of a breathing apparatus with a set of spare bottles, helmets and protective clothing including
the fire-belts were stored at the mess room.
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Since the door to the bridge and the engine room of the vessel were closed, the fire did not
reach these premises13 despite the surface of the entrance doors being partly burned.

Photograph 26: The entrance to the engine
room
The fire consumed the fire-fighting equipment deposited in the storage situated in the
Photograph 25: A part of the bridge

alleyway in the superstructure on the main deck (Photograph 24) including two sets of
firefighter’s outfits composed of a breathing apparatus with a set of spare bottles, helmets and
protective clothing including the fire-belts.
4.1. Mechanical Factors
Since the construction of the tug boat Zeus in 1966 her accommodation and service spaces
have not been modernized. Partition walls of rooms, doors, ceilings, linings and finishing
elements were made of flammable materials.14
13

The engine compartment was separated from the accommodation and operational premises by a steel bulkhead
(class A fire bulkhead with insulation).
14
The regulations on maritime safety in the scope of construction and equipment of vessels are contained in the
act of 18 August 2011 on maritime safety (Journal of Laws of 2016, item 281). The act allows in the art. 12 to
use a vessel that is not subject to the SOLAS Convention (such as Zeus) if her construction and equipment
ensure safety of life and health of the users and they are consistent with the requirements defined in the technical
regulations of a recognized organization, which supervises the vessel. Regulations for Classification and
Construction of Sea-going Vessels issued by PRS, in Part V (Fire Protection) define specific requirements for
construction and fire protection of accommodation and service (including social) spaces. Current regulations,
which entered into force after 1986 and include the provisions of the SOLAS Convention, require the tug boats
built after that date to have all structural elements and materials for equipment of accommodation and service
spaces non-flammable and meeting the requirements of fire resistance (flammability, toxicity, smoke production,
fire spreading), in accordance with the standards used in shipbuilding, and being confirmed by an appropriate
certificate. In addition, accommodation and service spaces should be fitted with a fixed fire detection and fire
alarm system, suitable for the sea-going vessels. Existing tug boats, built before 1986 and still in operation, do
not need to meet the above requirements. This means that structural elements and materials for equipment of
accommodation and service spaces of such tug boats are (or may be) flammable (they do not meet the
requirements of fire resistance), and that the accommodation spaces are not equipped with the fire detection and
fire alarm system. It makes them much more susceptible to fire than tug boats built after that date.
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Due to the size of the tug boat the premises for the crew which could accommodate 12
people were small and therefore in that limited space there were a lot of upholstery materials
covering leisure furniture and mattresses filled with flexible polyurethane foam, which after
ignition would produce large amounts of smoke and poisonous gas - hydrogen cyanide.
According to the Commission all these elements have increased rapid development and
easy spread of the fire and the severity of its effects.
Accommodation and social spaces of the tug boat were not equipped with the fire
detection and fire alarm system.

4.2. Human Factors (errors and omissions)
The master of the tug boat Zeus, in spite of the provisions contained in the shipowners’
Rules of Work Procedure15, allowed the crew to bring the alcohol on board and then to
consume it at dinner16. The number of empty bottles which the Commission found on the site
of the fire in the mess room and in the galley proves that significant quantity of alcohol had
been consumed.17
The operator of the tug boat have stipulated in the master’s working instructions his
authority to “regulate the way the duties are performed by the crew”.18 However the operator
has not stipulated that the master would give up the watch-keeping in the port and leave the
tug boat unattended.19 When calling off the port watch the master violated the provisions of
the Rules of Work Procedure and Stay on Board a Vessel, which in paragraph 12 imposes on

15

“The Rules of Work Procedure of the Company Zakład Usług Żeglugowych Spółka z ograniczoną
odpowiedzialnością & Co. Sp. K. headquartered in Szczecin”. The provision of par. 13 of the Rules of Work
Procedure on the day of the event was the following: “1. The alcohol is strictly prohibited by the employer. 2.
The employees are prohibited from bringing and consuming alcoholic beverages and drugs in the workplace
(including the vessels navigated by the employer) or staying in the workplace under the influence of such
beverages or drugs. Violation of this prohibition constitutes a serious breach of basic duties of an employee”.
16
According to the regulation of paragraph 8.3 of the Rules of Work Procedure and Stay on Board a Vessel of
the Operator Zakład Usług Żeglugowych Spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością & Co. Sp. K. headquartered
in Szczecin: “It is a gross misconduct for a member of the crew to stay on board a vessel in a state indicating
alcohol consumption and may be the basis for the shipowner to terminate the employment contract through the
employee's fault”.
17
The confirmation of the fact that the alcohol had been consumed in large amounts are high alcohol content
results in the bodies of the deceased seamen found during the autopsy and in the organism of the watch officer,
who was attended at the hospital in the port of Sӧlvesborg. These results varied between 1.47 ‰ to 3.2 ‰ of
alcohol in the blood. Two crew members, who had attempted to extinguish fire on the tug boat in its first phase
were not examined for the content of alcohol in the body, but the Swedish firefighters who arrived on the scene
of the fire reported that they smelled of alcohol.
18
Zakład Usług Żeglugowych Szczecin. Working Instructions for the Employees working on the Vessels. The
Master, p. 6.
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port watch the duty of looking after the vessel to be safely berthed, as well as the provisions
of his own working instructions.20
Neither the watch officer nor the two crew members who had woken up acted according
to the procedures applicable on the vessel and contained in the Risk Management
Instruction21, as to the activation of the general emergency alarm on board of the vessel. The
second engineer, who ran to the engine room and started the fire pump, acted though
according to his duties described in the muster list when doing so.
No fire-fighting equipment located in close proximity of the cabins and the source of fire
had been used to extinguish the fire22. The fire extinguisher which was fixed by the stairs
leading to the crew cabins was left untouched in it’s bracket (Photograph 30). The second
extinguisher, fixed on the wall between the first and the second cabin at the port side
(Photograph 29) had been found by the firemen inside the first cabin on the floor (Photograph
28). It means that the crew member who occupied this cabin probably went outside the cabin,
grabbed the extinguisher, which was nearby, but was not able to use it, as he was forced by
smoke or flames to return to his cabin.

Photograph 27. Fire extinguisher found in
the first cabin (from the bow) at the port side.

Photograph 28. Fire extinguisher holder at
the corridor between the crew cabins.

19

The tug boat was not connected to the power supply from the shore. The outdoor lighting of the tug boat and
the lighting in the accommodation was supplied by a power generator working in the engine room of the tug boat.
20
Two named members of the crew (one of the deck crew, the other of the engine crew) had been designated to
take the port watch during berthing in the port of Sӧlvesborg. Both seamen of the watch remained in their cabins
and died in the fire.
21
In the “Risk Management Instruction for the Master” posted in the alleyway of the tug boat at the entrance to
the bridge, among several types of alarms anticipated on the vessel, the operator determined that: “The fire alarm
must be announced immediately after noticing the fire or after receiving a notification of the fire on board, and
then the extinguishing action must be controlled. When in port, the master must notify the fire department.”
22
Using a portable fire extinguishers in such a developed stage of a fire would not probably help to extinguish
a fire in the watch officer’s cabin.
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The part of the crew left quickly the accommodation without using the press-button activating
the fire alarm signal. One of the alarm-bells was situated in the hallway in the accommodation
(Photograph 31), but the button activating alarm-bells was on the bridge. The investigation
shows that the fire developed very quickly. It can therefore not be concluded with certainty
that the crewmembers that remained in their cabins (see Figure 4) would have had a better
possibility to get out in time if someone had gone to the bridge and activated the alarm-bell
instead of directly yelling in the corridor. It can though be concluded that the crewmembers
that did wake up had their doors open. The fact that they had their doors open may have made
it easier for them both to hear the screams and to get out quickly enough.

Photograph 29: Fire extinguisher at the
stairs

Photograph 30: The alarm-bell on the wall of
the alleyway near the crew cabins; a
photograph from a sister tug boat “Cyklop”

The short time available for saving the crew members of the tug boat sleeping in their
cabins was due to the fact that highly toxic gases produced during the combustion and
melting of the equipment of the tug boat posed a much greater risk than the fire itself for
those who remained in the cabins. Hydrogen cyanide which is forming in the process of
combustion of the polyurethane foam causes a fatal poisoning within a few breaths. There
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was one common steel ventilation duct leading to all cabins therefore the penetration of toxic
gases was facilitated.23

4.3. Organizational Factors
The Commission has found out that customarily fire alarm drills were conducted on the tug
boats of the operator at the beginning of each month. The Commission has also found out that
not always the whole crew participated in these drills due to other operational activities being
performed at the same time. It resulted in the fact that not all members of the crew, even those
who had years of experience of working on tug boats of ZUŻ were able to correctly determine
the firefighting equipment storage location on the tug boat.

5. Description of Examination Findings Including the Identification of Safety Issues
and Conclusions
The effects of fire on the tug boat Zeus turned out to be tragic. The fire killed 4 crew
members, the fire entailed substantial material loss. All accommodation and social spaces on
two levels were destroyed. The construction of premises made of flammable materials
contributed to the rapid development of the fire onto the whole area of accommodation and
social spaces.
The Commission has determined that the fire started in the cabin which belonged to the
watch officer, located in the aft part of the accommodation, on the starboard side, next to the
stairs. Most likely the fire started because the watch officer inadvertently left a piece of
clothing or bedding on a hot light bulb of the upper bedside lamp (bunk lamp) before going
out of the cabin at night24.
23

During the autopsy it was found that the cause of death of those who remained in the cabins was poisoning by
a mixture of toxic gases (carbon monoxide and hydrogen cyanide) which were being emitted during pyrolysis
and combustion of materials located in the accommodation of the tug boat.
24
Among the materials collected by the Commission in the case of the fire on Zeus there are several expert
opinions on the reasons of the fire, prepared by Polish and Swedish experts (see the point 13 of the report:
Information sources, page 37). All of them agree that the fire started in the starboard stern cabin and in the
vicinity of the bunks. However a few different conclusions have been drawn as to the exact location of the
source of fire. Some of them indicate that it was in the lower bunk and some that it was in the upper bunk where
the fire started. The Commission took as the most probable that the fire started from the contact of some
flammable material laying against the hot bulb of the bunk light on the wall above the upper bunk in this cabin.
On the base of the evidence materials received from the Swedish police the Commission deemed that it cannot
be excluded that the crew members who were able to evacuate from the burning tug boat had not gone asleep,
but remained longer than the others in the mess room.
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The Commission has also considered other possible causes of the fire on the tug boat: the
state of emergency of the electrical installation; malfunctioning heating equipment and
a cigarette butt being the source of the fire.
After the analysis of the state of electrical installation in the watch officer’s cabin, the
Commission has found no evidence that would indicate the occurrence of the failure, or
a short circuit in the electrical system, as possible factors initiating the fire. In addition, it
results from the resistance tests of the electrical installation on the tug boat (of 8 October 2014
– Annex 4) submitted by the operator to the Commission that had been was technically
efficient.
The heating system of the cabins consisted of panel radiators heated up with hot water. So,
they could not have started the fire. The Commission has not found in the watch officer’s
cabin any of residues of an electric heater with an open coil or some similar heating device
that would have had an impact on the creation of the fire.
The Commission has found no evidence that fire started from a cigarette. No cigarette butts
or other traces of cigarettes were found in the cabin. Additionally the crew member living in
the cabin claims that he did not smoke cigarettes25.
The Commission has concluded that no fire-fighting equipment located in close proximity
of the cabins and the source of fire were used to extinguish fire and that the fire alarm signal
was not used to wake up sleeping colleagues. This can be explained by the fact that they all
were in a state of shock or panic and under the influence of alcohol, which may have affected
their judgement and ability to think clearly and act according to instructions in the current
situation. However, as already stated above, it cannot be concluded with certainty that it would
have changed the outcome if the crew had taken these actions.

The fact, that the firemen found three out of four dead crew members sitting or lying on
the cabin floor indicates that they were awaken but the spreading of fire and toxic gases was
so fast, that they were not able to get outside and got poisoned.
The fire extinguishing action initiated by the firefighting units which arrived at the scene,
slowed down and then stopped spreading of the fire.
Lack of access to the fire protection plan of the tug boat26 had initially ( it was not until
later that they found the fire protection plan of the tug boat which was posted on the wall of
25

On the other hand, remnants of cigarettes or cigarette butts may be hard to find in a burnt out space since they
easily may have been completely consumed by the fire. Although not likely, the possibility of the fire starting
from a cigarette cannot therefore be totally excluded.
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the hallway leading to the wheelhouse) hampered the action of extinguishing the fire by the
firefighting and rescue units which had arrived at the scene. The firefighters leading the
rescue action had little experience in extinguishing fire on vessels and the tug boat Zeus – not
being the subject of the SOLAS Convention – was not obliged to keep a container with an
additional copy of the fire protection plan of the tug boat on the open deck where it would be
accessible for firefighting units. 27
According to the Commission, if the tug boat had been equipped with a fire detection and
alarm system with smoke detectors in the cabins, the scale and effects of the fire would have
been much smaller, and the crew could have been warned in time about the danger of fire.

6. Actions taken
Upon the occurrence of the fire on the tug boat Zeus in the port of Sölvesborg, a number
of corrective actions have been undertaken both by the Swedish rescue services and the
authorities of the city of Sölvesborg, as well as by the operator of the tug boat.

6.1. Actions Described in the Report of the Swedish Authority SHK
After the accident, the Rescue Service (Räddningstjänsten Västra Blekinge) prepared
a report which assessed the activities carried out and highlighted the experiences and
suggestions for further development. The report confirms, inter alia, the lack of knowledge
within the organization about shipping and ships, and contains proposals to improve the
organization in order to enhance opportunities for action related to shipping and dealing with
conducting the initial stage of the rescue operation of such a great importance. A program
concerning “Fire on vessel in port” started in 2016 and will continue during 2017, where
activities have been identified for further implementation, including education and training.
Furthermore, the Rescue Service has purchased another cold cutting extinguisher as a back-up.

26

The obligation to develop a fire protection plan for such a vessel as the tug boat Zeus results from the
provision of §19.1.3 of the Ordinance of the Minister of Infrastructure and Development of 9 December 2014 on
detailed conditions of safe navigation of the sea-going vessels (Journal of Laws of 2015, item 48).
27
The obligation to have such a container results from the provision of §19.2.2 of the Ordinance of the Minister
of Infrastructure and Development of 9 December 2014 on detailed conditions of safe navigation of the seagoing vessels (Journal of Laws of 2015, item 48) but it applies only to the vessels which are subject to the
SOLAS Convention.
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The authorities of the city of Sölvesborg updated the procedures for POSOM actions. They
decided that the POSOM management group, not the rescue services, will decide about
activating POSOM. The rescue services will contact the POSOM management group when
making such decisions.

6.2. Actions taken by the Operator of the Tug Boat Zeus
The operator of the tug boat Zeus has equipped the two of three operated tug boats (Zeus
and Amon) in the fire detection systems. The systems were specifically designed for the
individual vessels. Components of the system were approved by the classifier (PRS). Both the
company that prepared the design and the producer of the system were accepted by the
classifier. The operator has informed the Commission of plans to mount a similar detection
system on the last vessel of ZUŻ, the tug boat Cyklop, at the upcoming review of the class.
The operator equipped all his tug boats in a labeled containers, placed in a conspicuous
and publicly accessible place, outside the superstructure, contained the additional copy of the
fire protection plan in Polish and English.
The operator of the tug boat has implemented changes to the Rules of Work Procedure by
introducing a new Chapter IV “The policy preventing the use of alcohol with the Employer.”
In these Rules there were set out in detail the duties and rights of both employers and
employees related to the matters connected with carrying and consuming alcohol in the
workplace, including the tug boats. In particular, there was introduced a system of periodic
employees’ sobriety tests and there were introduced certain rights of the employer in cases
where the results of the test indicate the state under the influence of alcohol.
Following the changes in the Rules of Work Procedure the operator has introduced
amendments to the Rules of Work Procedure and Stay aboard a Vessel, where, among others,
it made it mandatory for the master to ensure “that no alcoholic beverages are brought on
board a vessel.”
In addition, the operator has prepared a document called the “Information for the Master
of a Vessel”, which is presented to the master of a tug boat prior to the voyage for his
guidance with request to sign it as a proof of taking note of it. The document, which forms
a kind of compendium of knowledge of the duties of the vessel’s master, includes the
principles for the alarm drills and alcohol policy of the operator. This document reiterates
after the Rules of Work Procedure and the Rules of Work Procedure and Stay Aboard
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a Vessel that the master is obliged to take care that no alcoholic beverages are taken to the
vessel, to enforce the ban on alcohol consumption on board and is authorised to conduct
sobriety tests.

7. Safety Recommendations
The State Marine Accident Investigation Commission has deemed reasonable to refer to
the following entities safety recommendations representing the proposals of measures that
may contribute to the prevention of similar accidents in the future.
7.1. The Ship Operator - Zakład Usług Żeglugowych
In relation to the corrective actions taken by the operator of the tug boat Zeus in the period
from the occurrence of the fire until the date of the report, as to tug boat fire-fighting
equipment and the anti-alcohol policy, which largely fulfil the recommendations made by the
Commission during the accident investigation, the Commission decided not to issue any
recommendations in these matters.
Nevertheless the State Marine Accident Investigation Commission has recommended that
the company Zakład Usług Żeglugowych Sp. z o.o. & Co. in Szczecin should:
1) create a mechanism of control of alarm drills organized and carried out by the masters
of tug boats, which would ensure verification that the drills are attended by the whole
crew regardless of their individual tasks and functions performed on a tug boat;
2) correct the fire control plan of the tug boat “Zeus” as to correctness of the symbols
used on it; the Commission found out that there was no manually operated call point
installed on board of the tug boat, but the fire control plan contains symbol of such an
installation.

7.2. Polish Register of Shipping SA
The State Marine Accident Investigation Commission has recommended that the Polish
Register of Shipping SA should upgrade Part V “Fire Protection” of the “Rules for the
Classification and Construction of Sea-going Vessels” by introducing an obligation to make
the modernization, involving the installation of the fire detection and alarm systems in the
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accommodation and working spaces of tug boats flying Polish flag, built before 1986 with
more than 5 crew members. The deadline for modernization should be adjusted to the date of
the nearest class survey but not later than the end of 2018.

8. Recommendations of the Swedish Accident Investigation Authority (SHK)
8.1. Municipal Rescue Service (Räddningstjänsten Västra Blekinge)
Since Räddningstjänsten Västra Blekinge (Municipal Rescue Service) has taken due action
from experience of the rescue operation (see 6.1) SHK refrains from issuing any
recommendations.
8.2. Dispatch Centre (SOS Alarmcentral) Växjö
SOS Alarmcentral Växjö (the alarm dispatch centre) is recommended to ensure that
operational personnel at all times are able to handle the equipment needed for their task.

8.3. Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB)
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency, MSB, in cooperation with SMA, STA and the Coast
Guard, is recommended to enhance knowledge within municipal rescue services about the
possibility to get in contact with administrations and authorities with shipping knowledge
when needed.
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11. Glossary and Abbreviations
MSB – Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency
PRS – Polish Register of Shipping
SHK (Statens haverikommission) – Swedish Accident Investigation Authority
SMA – Swedish Maritime Administration
STA – Swedish Transport Agency

12. Information Sources
Notification about the accident
Documents of the tug boat
Hearing of the crew members of the tug boat
Materials and documents received from the ship’s operator
Expert opinion made by S. Affek – the individual expert of the SMAIC
Expert opinion made by the „Anfire” company, Warsaw
Expert opinion made by SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden, Department of Fire
Research
Opinion of the rescue action made by the Swedish Rescue Services Region Västra Blekinge

13. Composition of the Accident Investigative Team
The team conducting the examination was composed of:
the Team Leader – Marek Szymankiewicz, the Secretary of the SMAIC
the Team Member – Tadeusz Gontarek, the Member of the SMAIC
the Team Member – Cezary Łuczywek, the Chairman of the SMAIC
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Appendixes
Appendix no 1
Firefighting Plan of the tug boat Zeus
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Appendix no 2
Safety Card of the tug boat Zeus
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Appendix no 3
Certificate of Class of the tug boat Zeus
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Appendix 4
Record of the measurement of insulation 3 x 380
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